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Data management applications c170 objective assessment

Did I say I'm going to fasten my seat belt? Good news..... I'm coaching the girls' Lego robotics team. We won first place in the NASA Apollo 50 Next Giant Leap challenge in July and a trip to NASA/Kennedy Space Center in Florida. In the midst of all that excitement, back to school, girl scouts, robotics team, Florida design and big projects at home and at work, I just got off the
rails. REALLY OFF THE TRACK! I started in C170 data management apps in June before I was even ready for my final season. I got tired of reading the text and continued with the statistics I passed in the second week of this season (previous post). Then I didn't do much for two and a half months. That's terrible!!!!!! Wasteful, irresponsible, etc! There's so much going on in my
life, I struggled to bond and get back into gear. My mentor was very friendly and gave a few well-deserved nudges. I focused about a week on C170 course material. I did a multi-choice ex ante evaluation (practice test) on Thursday and passed just fine. I took a multiple-choice OA last night. It was very similar to the ex ante evaluation. I just did a simulation lab test and passed
100%. It's identical to the labs in the course material. Really! Week!!! I could have done it two months ago! &lt;bangs head= against= wall= for= stupidity=&gt;. What's next? Very.... I don't have time. I have three courses to complete in 12 weeks. It can be done, but I still have all my responsibilities and a week's long way to Florida before the end of the season. So, C173 'Scripting
and Programming Foundations' here I come. I started last night and got through the first one and a half chapters. When I enrolled in this course, I got a link to a 14-day plan to pass the class.... YES, THANK YOU! I have to get this done before I leave in 27 days. From what I've read so far, I could have easily missed, so I wish this went quickly. In a perfect world, I'm ready with
C173 and start with the C859 Intro to Python before I leave. Moral of the story, don't be like me and waste a lot of time making progress. Time is money, and less time is stress. But if you're in a similar situation and just can't dig yourself out, contact your mentor, they'll help you set goals and be motivated. Remember why you're on this adventure. And keep in place that if you don't
show any progress (at least checking in and viewing course material) in 2 weeks, you'll get a warning letter. At least that's what should happen, there's a new policy at WGU. I always did so much, it wouldn't happen to me. One more! 17 courses left. Credit-free, including transferred credits, I'm halfway there. 60 credits left out of 120. I'm currently taking the C170 database. and the
material is very dry. It uses uCertify as the main data source. Has anyone taken this category and found material outside the WGU that helped? The mentors in the class don't really seem interesting for understanding the material, they just want to answer quick questions. 0 · Share on FacebookJaa on Twitter We are proud to provide IT and security professionals, such as you,
with access to one of the network's largest IT and security certification forums. 10 pages School: WGUCourse Title: IT C170 Data Management - Applications Professors: Many, Unspecified, WGU Course Mentors 7 Pages School: WGUCourse Title: IT C170 Data Management - Applications Professors: Many, Undefined, WGU Course Mentors 34 Pages School: WGUCourse Title:
IT C170 Data Management - Applications Professors: Many, Unspecified, WGU Course Mentors 2 Pages School: WGUCourse Title: IT C170 Data Management - Applications Professors: Many, Unspecified, WGU Course Mentors 4 Pages School : WGUCourse Title: IT C170 Data Management - ApplicationsProfessors : many, unspecified, WGU course mentors I have lost all my
momentum degree when I hit this brick wall. Two attempts failed even after studying, laboratories and easily passing the second assessment in the course. I feel that the difficulty is not in line with the rest of the course material, and it does not help that the test environment is a glitchy mess. The search on the C170 shows I'm not alone in this. I lodged an appeal against one of the
issues related to the test, but it was rejected. Is there anyone else here? Page 2 2
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